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Four questions are posed: t1)-Is knowledge
utilization a rhetorical evocation? (2) Is the'conjunction of
knwledge withutility-part.of a cultural system' of common sense? (3)
Is utility a normative, or a descriptive concept? and (4) How does the
cdOcept of knbwledge utilization figure in'the specialized discourse
ofsocial scientists' This paper analyzes the concept of knowledge
utilization from the perspective of vhilosbphy of language and
philosophy of Science. Knowledge utilization is,a rhetorical_
evocation that implies concepts of action and knowledge. It is
supported by two conceptual fusions. The fusion of value and utility
draws on common sensn, but doei not 'exhauSt colloquial understandings
about knowledge and action. The conceptual fusion of, knowledge and
truth .is consistent with common sense but disregards scientific
criticism. Both- conceptual fu-sions are thus.prOblematic. But
empirical conditions associated with thi concept of knowledge
utilizatip.n-mask and 'T'einforce the problematic aspects of this
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pt of knowledge utilization fro the

PhilosoPhy science. Know-
.

l evocation that implies concepts of

This paper analyzes the cone

-perspective Of -philosophy of language and

ledge.'MpAlization'it a rhetoric
1

..-action and knowledge: It is supported by two conceptual

fusion-of value and util draws on common sense, but

colloquial underttandings aboUt nowledga and action

fusions. The

does not exhaust

The. conceptual 4,

fusion of knohge_ and truth is th c on sense but

scienlific-criticism, .Both conceptual fusions are thus ,

tproblematic.' But empirical conditiont associated with the concept-
,

knowledge utilization m sk. and reinforce the problematic aspects. ot



THE USE OF K4OWLEDGE: CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS
AND ENPIRICAL-CONFUSIONS

Margret Buchmann
2

The higher generalities rarely receive any accurate verbal
expression. They Are hinted at through their.special forms
Appropriate to the age in question. Also, the emotional
accompaniments are partly due to-the vague feeling of
importance derived fromthe superior generality-,.aftd partly
-due to the special interest of special forms in which
generalities make their aPpearance. (Whitehead, 193 , p.5)

In 1835, Ole is de Tocqeville (cited .i- Rich, 3:981) observed

leans "have all a lively faith in the perfectability

ti :a

they judge

the diffusion Of knowledge must necessarily be advantageous and the

consequences of igndrance-fatal " This observation remains tellng as state-
,

ments _f-contemporary social scienfis%s Show. Bell (1980)'declares that the

"Axigl-Principle of the postindustrial socAety . --is

retical knowledge.and its new role, when codified, -as

i

change"- (p:-501). Tdcqueville.intiMates that he

the

sees the

centrality of theo-

American faith in

knoi.gedge,and the advancement of mankind as engagingly naive. But in areCent

book on knowledge utilization, TpcquevilleFs dry comments are cited as evidence

of'his belief "that the possession and diffusidn,of.knoWledge is

advancement of. mankind" (Rich, 1981, p. 37). This intetpreti lip none

too subtle. In,i s complacency, itholds,p key to the problem of lcnowledge

utilitation it attests to the power of rhetorical

Central to the_

assumptidns people are ordinarily not conscious

:hat presuppose

1
An earlier version of this paper was prestnted under. the titre of

Pragmatic Intellectual Space' and Knowledge Wtilization"_at the annual convention
of the AMerican'Educational Research Association;-New York.City March,- 1982._

2-Margret Buchmann is the coordinator of IRT's 'Conceptual-Analytic Project
and an Assistant professor of teacher education.: The author is grateful for the
comments that DAvid_Bdersma, Jere Brophy, Cleo,Cherryhdlmes,Sharon-Feiman,

made.Robert Floden, Philip Jackson, Rolf Lehming,..Tohn Schwille, and Ian Westbury d

on earlier versions-of this paper:- She also appreciates the care with-Which
Mary Mowry prepared these different manuscripts..



'In -Paradoxe of Education in a Re*uh- scribes

the Toots in thought and -`time of the.-con- n

in the American republic The modern cr

T'w=i- Ai. and utility

J_L dge :as useful

s associated with the rise of the /dee - Jle measure of

the good.- In a republic, "congenitall- tr. ,crumental activity"

-(p. 20), secular in, origin and -scient, ,,tion, the under-
,.

standing of knowledge in terms'of utili . vision commendable

,

action with "an.emphasis on pursuing, 1-157 procuring prodncing.
. ' N

and on manufacturing, declaring, demonstrating, projecting" '25). One

may well wonder just-how crucial.assumptidns about knOWledge and its ps-v-

fulness are to the American ethos, if faith persists vidw.of an educa-

onAl reality,,that Bran' (1979) depicts as,
6

An enormous," compacted .complex of nherishdd vestiged, trashed

experiments, recovered truisms,partial teformations,:occa-

%Sional dxplosions, compromising aecomodations, paths:of

4ast resistance hopeful engraftingAL institutional:inertia
ThdoducAtIonal main 'is a shodlfofwretked'reportA, of:reports

widely disseminated and,minitally-iMplemented.' (p. 4)

It is pOssible that the problem iDf knowledge use in education and

not problem of knowledge creation,-diffusion and dissemin-
el sewhere

ation, implementation, and evaluation, but a concaptuai problem.,

1 ask, what are people. who pait off knowledge with utility doing? Why

do they choose to pair.off knowledge- ith utilizatien1 What practical'

or' conceptual problems does the-conjunction of knowledge with_ tility

appedr to solve?'-What assumptions and beliefs'does it imply? What

kinds, of imagination tloes it appe al to.? other concepts-denoting

processes ceuld'he.paired off with knowledge (e-g., contemplation AN

critique

This approach was
and the Reading,Process.



To explore. the concept of knowledge utilization, 1 pose four

knowledge utilization a rhetorical evocation? Is utility

normative. or la descriptive concept? Is the conjunction of knowledge

with. utility part of cultural system of cormuori' sense? And how does

the concept of knowledge' utilization figUre- in the specialized
-

of social scientists?

Knowled t e Utilization'as a Rhetorical
Evocation: First Round

essay,"The Two Cultures qubtes_ Sclera

"who, when asked what hooka he read replied firmly-and ntidently:

'Books? I prefer to use my books as tools.'" now comments, "It was

very hard not to let the ind:wander-wha sort Of tool would a book

make? Perhaps a hammer? A primitive digging Instrument?" (p._13).

There is something.odd about the cc:injunction of knowledge

which his anedaote brings out. What sort Of

have? And why consider knowledge as

thfm-.. of knowledge as a tool to

metaphorically.

or

a tool.

ith , utility ,

utility could knowledge

id.the first place. To

kink by analogue, hence'.

ire theory-laden. In fact it s difficult to make a

'distinctio,n_betWeen metaphors and theories-Wheffler, 1960, 1979;

on & Newell; 1956Y, se. that is metaphorically structured.

by expressions that are

persuasive force

on parlance .,has g_ in -built

(Perelman & Olbrecbts-TYteca, 1971).

terial is often not seen as metaphoric

becbme ddrmant. Its assumptions

The analogical

any -more; the metaphor has

andi.entailments have been assimilated
7

into the communal stock 'of mason. and s cial practices. Thus the

'.'explo

"repor

(

story crosalpg-of categories" may take n.the' appearance of

_ isomorphiaMs7-(see Scheffler, 1979, p= 129),which can rely



to some etent, on matters of

aphors

'he concept

of utility and-.draws on the metaphor of knowledge as a tool; thus; the

--er.eated'under -the- guidance c

knowledge utilization construes knowledge in-terms

discourse: about knowledge utilization i metaphorically structured Thu'

intellectual issue only, If, to use an e5cample from.-lAkoff and

-
..Johnaon (1980, in a culture'different

pho ieallyview-gd esry a

ours an argument is meta-

dance, patticipant in arguments kcould experience:

them differently and ,conduct than]. in different ways. 'Wale their goal

"is to perform -in a balanced and aesthetically pleasing way" (p. 5)

our goal i to win. The point Is do nrt only think and talk

and act, guided by metaphounder the'-gUidance,of_Motalihors,'but

and other rhetorical evocations.

Metaphors w live by imply rules, tandards, and criteria for what

is desirable and fitting. The metaphor of argument as war could prompt

statements like, °You shouldn't have taken this lying down," "You

should have tripped. him up

cunning are appropriate in

there," signifying that aggressiveness and

ent,'but meekness and-simplicity are

not. As a rhetorical ev6cati6n, kn xAedge utilization likewise-has

prescriptive elements.

Knowledge Utilization as a Mixed:Cone& t

According,to the Oxford Universal Dictionar , utility is the

'fact, qUality,,-or character of being useful; fitness for a purpose,

usefulness, serviceableness. if someone - ere .to makea. speech, ss

Congress, guing that a legislative proposal had a lot utility,
,

and meant thereby-to criticize the proposal, people would ordinarily
.

not understand what she wasttalkieg about. Utility is a measure of the



good;,in some ways of thinking, the measure

specifically, utility has to. do with personal convenience or . profit and

of the good. More

is ributed,tadbjeCts that satisfy one's needs= To utilize means to

make'useful, turn to

or their.reSult_-

ccount utilization signifies related processes

Utility has arcevaluatiVe meaning that id also carried by

Utilize' and "Utilization.

more than the description o

:typically is approved

descriptive of what people do of

These mixed concepts (Wilson, 1963) signify

course of action: They connote conduct

Although it looks like a nen

night do, the'conceptof knowledge

term,

utilization:is evocative of-what people should be_doing and what

"knowledge should be like.
. .

People should use knowledge and; by implicatton, knowledge should

he 'Useful. They ought to put knowledge into practice and operation,

.hence, knoWledge should be constituted say that it can _b_ turned to

account. The concept-of knowledge utilization invblves normative

theory the relation: of knowledge to action in which, knowledge

serves :e purposes of action. On the other hand, action iS seen as

rl,propriately tied t-

As I have shown

knowledge and its use.

orkknOwledge, utilization, concepts that appear

to carry straight factual caning while also'haviUg implications of

'value are tricky. They seem to commit one to matterg of fact only,

but ,pari bind one unwittingly to visions, of action. There is nothing

wrong witkentertaining such visions, but it is a goodthing-to know

when and where one does so.. Forms of speech often contain significant

choices value. If these go unrecognized, the fact of choiCe and,

with 04s, of-alternative possibilities is liable to-disappea The*

mobility of. conceptions, even more than their clari, or dist nctness,



uard of thought that is free to honor commitMen as ell' as

facts. Mixed concepts with a descriptive appearance,hold a particular--

authority, that of the taken-fotgranted, a term, is descriptive-; it

only says:what isthe case- -and who can argue With facts? It is much,

easier to pick' a 4uarrel with what:ought to be, with what clearly

are oonceptione of action.

The claims of`collo ial reason depend op.the taken- for - granted

world of common sense. They refer to reality as both their author and

the zuthority.that confers truth. Commonsense tenets surrounding the
. 7

-conjunction of knowledgAand utility do., however, not exhau what

colloquial reason has to say about knowledge and utility as concepts

their own right in relation to action.

-Khowled-e Utilization and Common Sense

Wittgenstein's (1958) parable aboutordipary language-and fbrmal

symbolic systems provides the frameork -in hichiGeertZ (1975)+

the cultural syste 'of common sense. .1n Wittgenstein's word,-

' Ourlanguage can.be ,ae'en as'an old city :: .A maze of
little streets and squares, of old and-new houses with
.additions from various periods; and this burrounded
by a multitude of modern'sections with straight
regular streets and uniform houses.4 (p. 8)

pantry, ideology, epistemology', and quantum mechanics are in the,

suburbs of larludge. Common sense is somewhere between'the'suburb-1

%
language and the maze.ofthe.old city where, on turning,arouncl: dome

one may find oneself at a placeode never expected to be. As Geertz

(1975) 'atgues, :common sense is -' a relatively organized bgdyof-considered_

thought, rather than what anyone clothed and in his' right mind knowj-

4I-quote Geertz's rendering which slightly alters the standard
translation by Anscombeo.



:Cp.' 7). The emphasis' is on relatively ganized and "considered thought,

as opposed to, on. the one hand, the tight integration of-formal:syste s and,

:ontheather hand, the putative deliverances of Airect.extrefience, COmmon

sense is ,al'rinterpretettipn of collective epexience It is;on historical .

system of tfiought.

But people do -no see common sense this Ny They take pride in affirm-

ing that the tenets of colloquial reason "are immediate deliverancesof exper-
.

ience, not .deliberated reflections upon it" (Geertz,:.1975,, p.:7). That people.-

learn about the zany things are-by taking @Xperience:to'be,thobest teacher,

learning the lessons of experience, enolgoing to the schoo Dard knacks

ourse -a theory of learning, of the relationship of mind tO,reality; and

sodial Adaptation (see Buchmann & Schwille, Note 1). it opreAent- the

commonsense account of learning about the real world--7-a theoretical 'account

offered imperiously as the plain truth,.. Fallability.does not come into the
5

pietufe,at-alI. To cite Gee--z (1975) again, the tenets of common sense,

-are-cOnlated into comprising one large, realm of the given
an undeniable, a catalog of in-thegrain-of nature

.realities So-peremptory as to force themselves upon,any
mind sufficiently,unclouded to receive them. Yet this .is
clearly-not so. (p, 7)

At issue is not the adequacy or inadequacy of common sense, hodegree to

which its tenets are worthy _ unworthy of-belief. Rather, it is the tyle

and general pretensions ith which commonsense assertions are put forth,

Common sense objectifies judgment;' i.b'takes Collective and historical AccoMp

lishments in language to be the real thing. Adequate or inadequate, common

sense is in a state .of entrenchment.
5

5'
-After'completing the first-draft of this paper- 1 was reminded that

Goodman (1965)jidesentrerichment" as a centraItermin a theory of projec
tionthatappealsto.past recurrences and is tied to-yhA:iise of language. Ta
a tliscOssion, see for example, Gottlieb (1975) andCreath

1



Common sense is "entKenched, but no

close range, tide' ground is shifting over time,

can be different t begitvwith. Planning -1 adhieVing

may be the behavioral modes of

n tribal cultures gives

utility.

At different

But the practicalnesa-nf- common sense

a place to'knowledge that cae,,b contemplaced and. .=

_ -
The practicalness of common sense. Anthropologists-have been puzzled:byby

the taxonomic achievement a of ,"pr itives4 Ameridan,Intians know a lot,about

reptiles that they do not use for purposesof cooking,:nOr foi thow:anddis-

play. ' Puebians;havnan elaborate taxpnomy of coniferous= trees of no:diacern--

ible'nse to them and.PygMies can .distinguish the leaf'-eating4habits of many

Species of bats. Reviewing this body Gepitz(1975) ffiaintains :het,.
OP

.

tin an environment populated with-conifers, or sugkes, or
leaf-eating bats it is practical to know a`-good deal about
conifers, shakesor leaf- eating bats,' whethe'r or,not what
one knows is in any strict sense materially:nseful,
becaus,., it is ofauch knowledge that 'practicalness" As
there composed. . -4,the "practicalness" of common
aense.is a quality it bestows upon thing's, not one that
things bestow .pn it. gip. 19-20)

These so-Called primitiVes are neither impelled by theore Teal passions,

-.nor driven by material interests.- They explore the world around them

.make it intelligible.. The variations of :life' and forth" in the. natural
4.,

world give people a sense of wonder -that feeds on the capacity to,naMe

and order things. One never knowa such knowledge may:coMeln handy.

Meanwhile it is a source of pleasure to the individual, and'partof the
, -

traditibnak lore that gets

Common sense.is a sys

pasied to the ne-

em

generation.

of deliberated thought that grow opx, of

the variety of ends conceived by people. It'accoModates ideal as well

as material interests and many things besides. The capacity for



containing. qualIfications within its. compass and eVenTor housing contra - -.

dictory-Trinciple8 is a:distinctivi=characteris c of'cotmon,sense.- Take,-

or instance the utilitarian faseinatiOnfwith-planningand:Athieving and

the-phenemenon that Leltes (1969) describes as "the.,horror of completion."

-The ela end.-vital diso ani4ation of Common sense. Grown4Ups

oppose what,they_sWe as

'a conclusion; This oppOsition

children not to-bring their undertakings

giyes rise to commands and complaints that

olva- good deal of repetition -tedious-to both sides. The'"rille:of

completion" applies to work and play alike; its burden is "determination,"

fiked or settled-purpose and the _process of arriving at-resolutp_intentiens.

everyone that there is many a slip between the cup and theliP.

planOyWork out as planned, r someone .follows on something,

Sympathy is ace-circled:more:tea:41y

than ,to the per :n:who-f liowsthrough

-people are surprised and-somewhat awed;

the'wavereri the one who-flinches,

-on things to-the bitter end. Leites (1969) evoke relation in which the

impulse for_ action stands, to its consummation or e ncellation through the

following interior monologue:,_

--Evem:though-I -am -not -sure- of notwishing-tocomplete!-arr-
undertaking, l may feel that it is impossible-forte to

:predict:just:how ar-,1 may wish to go:bifore-I adtUally-7

undertake it. It may be only-during-the,actualcourse
Of the. enterprise that it Will: bed6the cler:to-Ipe-
whetherjjntend to complete it (it:ensure that it
miscarries. (p-, 144)

In the,systelkof corm on sense, the rule of completion.-td the horror of

in close and comfortable vicinity to each other. Theycompletion _exist

are loosely connected by= the Understanding-hat intentions may .bind one
- . 4-, - _

to ends that turn out to be ill7conceived, and that reasonable tietisi6ns



en involve undoing; These:Ansights_do.notconflict with the rule-

of CamOletion, .but. balance plans of any onght-not to

be abandoned capriciously-or lightly

Similarly, the word exploitatl and its connotationa-delimit

and" balance what is affirmed 'in the evaluative a

utilization. To exploit" is define

account,

of utility.-and

as o achieve urn

The concept ofand "to utilize for, Aelfieh Purpose's.

-exploitation presupposes,An idea, of conduot that it doininated'Apither

-.by pelf-regardnor by utility

Exploitation thus is a mixed concept with connotations that indicate

qualifidations are in order.

and the- ter

10-

m _elfish" signals disapproval=.-

and private, satisfactions

The single-minded pursuit utility.

leads to conduct that ceases.to.be commendab

the perspective of common sense, the very state

7 ,
mindedness -is rongheaded.i Enthusiasm and artless simplicity 'are

equally removed-from common sense. PurpOSes that govern thought -- and

actionto the exclusion of other concerns areliableto befunwise in,

conception end harmful in, their execution.? Given the great, many errors

people are likely to make, unwavering intention are not adaptive.

6 (19in a recent book = on the processes of _Perkins: 81)

stresses the iMportance of undoing: "Such acts . open, up

possibilities again,-After we thought things were suitably narrowed
down. At first thought, this eeemsonly-a regrettable consequence:
of human error,. but not so.- Often there simply-Isno reasonable
Wayto detect difficulties'other than by working through a situation

.nntil they appeat" (p.-28I).

?Honor 6 de Balzac's work is a study of the havoc wrought by '°
monomanias of all kinds: love, avarice, ambition.' -.Where, for
examPle,. in Old Goriot---the blind love of,a father. for his-daughters-
brings endless harm to him and others, Balzac analyzes, in Eugnie
Grandet a man's desire.for gold to the exclusion of all other-concerns,
including those fathers are expected to-have lor-their daughters. The
harm brought on-by monomania is no simply a measure:of'inutility.-
Regardless of the extent to which individual needs and interests might'
have been satisfied, monomania implies'warped and limited perceptions,
hardfoI in theMselvee'forthe balance of mind.



knOwledge-

_ more than one m d about_thingS:-

and undoing, xploring- and exploiting the world, using

contemplating world. in conceptual order.
-

ease` for knawledge utilization in the system. of-common

thus complicated and elastics with inbuilt features

sense

connote fallability. . And- when people- meditate: action, the scope of

their concerns encompasses more than, knowledge and utility. What is

liable- to happen when the conceptual conjunction of knoWleAge-and

utility is . stripped _ it 8 casual features straightened out,-and,

(apparently) neutralized -i8- at- issue- in what -follows;

Knowledge Utilization as a__Rhetorical
Evocation:- Second Round T

All our forma of speech are_ taken , from ordinary, . language
and Cannot be used in -epistemdlogy or phenoMenology_ without
casting a distorting light on their objects. (Wittgenstein,

1975, p. d8)

As the conjunctidn of knowledge and 1.1

course of socidl scientists,

means -ends rationality

is interpreted with bias toward

and a view of action based :on Calculation rather

than -judgment (see Weizenbeu -1970- The shift in discourse cont

results _in. a reduction the scope of concerns inherent to- colloqu

reason, and of 'their, opennes8 slid ital disorganization as well.

Reducing the scope of concerns inherent

focusing on knowledge

.

f practical judgment to exercises in using what we know. This summary
I

is not neutral. It downplay-the-importance of acting in spite
f

Of what counts as the evidence inspired by what cannot be realized in

and utility is

ommon sense while

mtamount to a misleading reduction- -

reduction

inn. And it assumes more than is- justified about knowledge and its-

contribution to commendable action. Thus the -shift in discoUrse context

.results in -err° fission and commission.



Knowledge and Practical -Wisdo

The truth of scientific where =it can be asumed --es

-into practical judgment along with. known facts -as one set of Items to be

considered The A istotelian view is

-sdo brings to bear on

that the,person of highest practical

a situation the largest number of pertinent

concerns. Such concerns are a-matter-of both reason and-'passion.

--Me deliberative search is not, in the first place,-a s&arch for

Means, but a search-for truly pertinent tonne and the best-specifica-

tion of practical ends. Ordinarily, this search not driven by the

ptinciple of ma imization As Wiggins (108) points out,

A man usually asks himself "what shall I do?" not wig.' a view
to maximizing anything, but Only in response to some historic-
ally determinate circumItance. This will make Particular and
contingent demands on-his moral or practical perception, but
the relevant features of the situation may not all, jump to
the eye. . The weight of-the:claims represented by these
concerns is not necessarily Liked in advance" Nor need the
concerns be hierarchj,dally ordered. -A men's reflection on a
new situation which confronts him may disrupt such ordering
and fixity as had previously existed and bring a change in
his evolving conception of the point . . or the several
or `many points of living or acting- 1444145)

gain iGaining in practical .wisdom means he ability

for action in a value structure that tosome

8
open. Truth 'tits may havato be nubordinated

occaalon, s-admirable'

knowledge is virtue.

8
Here it is bnportant to guard against what Dunn (1982) calls.the ---

''."fallacy of misplaced reflexivity: "' It is a mistake to-treat "claimsluabout
the emancipatory role of self - reflection and reasoned discourse as if they
refer to concrete contexts of practice when, instead, they are unrelated to
ongoing practices" (p.-321). What people ordinarily do teAds to be a matter
-:of habit; if there is. reflection as an occasion for entertaining alternative
notions of the points of action, it comes after the fact. Then there is time
fdr taking thought; although the need to think may not necessarily be felt.
Excellent examples on_both counts- can he'found in i.ampert (Note 2). -Throngh
a discussion Of puzzling student questions with -otAer teachers and
researchers, teachers came to.--see the point of'their work tn,a new light._.

forge - ahead,. in spite
.

to specify= ends

ent indetertinate and

other concerns. On

the evidence;



Take the example of-the a or, Courage, not-foolhardiness,

requires that the evil intent-of an adversaryi the-likelihood of-being
.

wounded, and .past experience of pain. shall count for nothing (see

McDoWell _978)-. It is impossible give an account of.a deliberate_

failure to reckon with facts as rationaZ without reference to virtue,

here' the- virtue of courage. _

Teaching

also countto

sometimes,requires that what is known for a fact shall

are predicatednothing.

upon belief at a

The ctivities of teaching

change for the better can be

way throUgh-v4hat a teacher does

effected.in some

equivalent to the Hippocratic

Oath for teachers is a commitment to teaching, whatever the prognosis.

is laically. and psychologically impossible to take:On this moral.

students' canIdarn. 'FaithAn tobligation without game belief' that
4-

1

possibility-of student-learning. needs io hol wtatever test scor

talk in the-teacher lounge-, or tie-opinions o

Contrary.

may imply to the

In the eyes. Allen, one of the tenChe

foot (1979) report on in BeyonA Bias, "None of the children in her-class

were intellectually deficient" (p 239)-desalte the test scores or

the results of psychological assessments. Honoring .facts can stand

the way of honoring comitMents. Of course

9-Living by Commitment increases the likelihood-of both right:-and
predictable action; it delivers guarantees on conduct where we are
resolved to act-rightly and might-be tempted to do otherwise._ The
sociologist Beeler -(1960),,however, explains the concept of'' commitment
not in termeef values but in-tdgmsof economic facts-andcalculapona.
To exemplify -his theory of comMitMent, he offers the-following
hypothetical case: "Suppose that you are-bargaining to buy a hou6-d,
you offer' sixteen thousand dollars, but the seller insists on twenty
thousand. Now suppose that you offer your antagonist in the bargaining
certified proof-that you have-bet a third partY five thousand dollars
that you.will not Pay more than sixteen thousand dollars: for the house.
Your api5onent must admit defeat because you would lose money by raising

-(footnote continued'on.next page)

honor ng- commit ents create-a



'new: facts, such as learning in'StudentS taught not -to peet,it.4 What

pebpie do with knowledge held _to be relevant to their work needs to be

judged.in light of 'values beyond-truth-4 BnoWledge may appear ,useful

given certain ends, but itdcies not necessarily follow that it'should

e used even acknowledged. The use of knowledge can canflic,t with

other ends, _ this example, with maintaining a belief in children'

capacity

To give another example Tribe (1971) discusseS

article the utility of mathematical methodsfor

4

a substantial -

he actual conduct -of

-ls-and-fo the desigWof procedures- for r-the enire-trial-syStem.

Oficludes that even if mathematical techniques-were to increase:the

accuracy of trialoutcomes,:_ change of procedural rules resulting in

lel by

ideals that-are pa

hematics' would create an inherent conflict with social

lel- process4_

Proceddre can serve a- vital role as -conV'entionalized ommuni--
cation among a trial's participants, and as Something like-a
reminder to:the community of the principles itpolds important.
The Presdmpiion of innocence the right's -to counsel:. the
'privilege.-against Selfincrimination, . matter not onlyas
devices for achieving or avoiding certain kinds of-trial but- -,.

comes, but also' as nffirmations of respect for the .accused as
-a humin-heingaffirmaeions'that--remApd-thom and-theljoubli4:---.---
abodt the Sort-of society we wanttir-iXecoMe and,- indeed, 40ut,
the sort of society we are. -(Tribe, 1RTif pp.. 1391-1392)

(footnote 9 continued)

yourbid; you have committed yourself to pay no more than yod..or4ginaIly
offered.. This commitment has been achieved by making a s_ bat.
The contequence,of inconsistency willbe so, expensiVe that inconsistency
in -his bargaining stance is no longor'A feasible alternative" (p. 35)_.
Stressing at first that his account is'a selective e-theoretical
construction of the cOmmOnsense Concept of commitment, Becker concludes
that the "major elements of commitment present themselves in this
example".(p. 35). I cite this as an example of the bias toward means
ends, rationality and -the interpretation of action in economic .terms
that tend to characterize the interpretat on of commonsense terms An the -

discourse of social scientists.



The process` of laWsis inspired -by ends-,that we knoW_cennot be realizedl

that ie, we will never dkperience the,ldeals- of- for examPle, fairness
-,

equality of respect in_their-fullueSs. They influencethe actual
=

_

conduct-of participants to variable and-of ten_nneatisfactory degreeS.

this doeS not-make these ideals-less

lines for conduct. Institutionalization And

ends-that are_ essentially out_
_

=transcendental guide4

habit are-safeguards for

The maximization of outcome accuracy thaV may be Advanded through
-

a trial: by- mathematicstics: anmot provide-an OccasiorLforenacting these

principles-In-he-commdnityi It presupposes=seeing

as a means withendsthat are given andfoutside of=--ths process._

rial process=

as Tribe (1971) stresses, the trial process itself -Acorporates

ends, and changes in the trial process represent ehang -in the
--,---

15

Specifidation of these

The concept of-k-
-

ends.

wredge util zation yields a severely and

misleadingly edited account of tie sources of commendable action. The

search for tenable specifications of practical ends cannot, be reduced

the calculation of outdomes. But the conjunction of knowledge and
_ -

utility in thespecialized-discourse-Of social scientists not only evokes

aptincomplet_ and. distorted account of practical. wisdom, but' a conserve-

tiveaftd-mialeading account; of knowledge!.

Knowledge and Truth

In the-theorY of knowledge, kndwledge claims dan be associated

-.A

with_ "good reasons" or, alternatively, with the of truth and
=

certainty. Where good reasons are advanced. on behalf o fknowledge

the;understanding-that theSe are-ialliblethere is no

hierarchy of knowledge claims based on an ultimate epiStemological

--,---..vathority, be it sense experience or rational intuition.' The identifi
e



cation of_knowledge and truth is, however, an epistemological-Convention--

with a long and Illustrious past. proponents i philosophy include

Plato, Locke, and DesCartes. But Interestingly, the belief in an

,ultimnte epistemological authority is also a rained,- in:the system

common ease

The commonsense theory of knowle gejs

WordsOf:ToPPer-U9751 -"If you hr.

aightforward. -In the'

ish toacnow something ,

have to Open our eyes to look -around, And we have to raise.our

listen to noises, and especially those- to . by other people'

-Sense- experience -''is- the -central-t grin in the

knowledge.- The

from the various sense organs. This is what popper call "the bucket .

theory of the mind " although it sounds more as Lpcke's

InthIs view, what

we

ears

onsense-theoryo

ud is vis lized as a Containet.

60) .

be filled-by'input

"tabula rasa,"

comes

the emptyslate theory of.

to -mind. through- the menses can be relied_ on as certa y truel

sense speaks to most things that matter hence also-Shout'

knowledge and- the mind. But while it is reasonable to take common

common

-

sense as a starting point_for philoariPhical and scientific inquirY at_
---- -N-

oes not follow that common sense is pound on all or

:hat it cannot be wrongheaded.
10

One would predict that critical

10Acts that break social rules are seen as qualitatively distinct
by ordinary people and social scientists alike; these aEts are seen as
"'deviant." However, colloquial,or,mundane versions of ehe-theozy of
deviance are significantly different from certain scientific versions

that. Pollnez.(1978)-'dharacterizes as "constitutive." His clarifica-

tion of the different versionspf deviance--colloquial versus
scientificbears quoting at length: "In the mundane version*,:a.
community's-vreaction,' 'response,' or 'labeling' activities consist
essentially of its judgments about the deviant or nondeviant character
of acts and persons. The community is conceived as an umpire whose
task is to call balls and strikes. The relevant questions about the
community's judgments focus on the extent to which they correspond to
the act's 'reaL' properties. . : To pursue a somewhat mialeading
analogy a bit further, the community is [in he constitutive version]

(footnote c iinued on next page)

6



reflectiOn2--
.

the -.grounds f belief and on -the -adequacy no edge

claibs-is not an activity at which colloquial=xeason -likely to excel.

In fact, the identification ',knowledge and truth,-does not look sound

rom the perspective of science at its most advanced And philosophers

of iencd euch as Popper Quind, Kuhn and Feyerabend have criticized'.

the quest for authoritative knowledge. These philosophers argue that

the identification of -knowledge with (certain) truth-assumes more

justified about the_know Tdge we : possess. and are 41kely.to gain.

17

principle,:all leage-Claimkare:fallihie--no matter how -good. the

easons appear-on- which -E--they are-adVanced--- Tt-follows-thatAhe require-
/

mente fot,gpennessk,to new data-and systematic

=

simple identification of knowleage and truth.-

Epistemologically speaking, ordinary people

differently situated as long as ali. knowledge is

esumptive, obliquely, and incompletely corroborated

riticiam suppler'

. 112), Nishettand Ross (1980Ywarn scientists -- especially. in

ole-of social advocates. - -and igypersons against

_mdsplaced=certainty:-:
-

An important step in reducing-people's overconfidence would
.he taken=:by-leading-them-to recognizes that their interpreta-
tions Of events, rather than being simple read-outs of, data,
are inferences that make heavY use Of theory. Ore one .--
recognizes that the same data would look Bite different,: and
could easily support different heliefs,-ifthose datawere

-viewed from the vantage point-of altrnative theopies, the
groundwork for a humbler_epistemic stance was been-laid. (-p. 293)

(footnote 10 continued)

not= merely of interest as an umpire an for the ways in which it
arrives.at correct or incorrect decisions. -Rather, the community is
understood ,as thelmvelitor of,the.gam in' which Aeviants, -umpires,-

and their worries are made pogsihle. If the mundane version leads to
a remedial concern.with the techniques for detecting witches, the
constitutive version leads to a concern with the methodolo;,, through
which witches' are, constituted as detectable entities in the first 4;.'7-
plece" (pp. 270-271; emphasis added).. Here, one might say, common
sense is well left behind.



s ienti_ u -umb to the fallacy of misplaced-r=detaintyi-
,

they draw on

.certitude "of

_
the commonsense :theory of knowledge However while the.:

Common sense is provoknily-Simple science-has an element

of self - conscious certainty. OVjectivity and disinterestedness,

dSabstract7gene

credibility. Rh

disembodied stu

ality, are invoked-and function to

etorically speaking, this is strong, though rather

When scientists speak ad, if their own metaphorical

--afid--parochial language waS-thelanguage

selves-with-an additional authority -bor

eality,. they fortify them-4-

_ . .

common sense but' best

to _it-forthwith this Very-authority gets- -°t

against .common-sense.in-its complicated and elastic uhdestanding of

knowledg_ rationality and the

A restrictive identification

ion.

h scientifidallYp oven

lions' relegates no the irrationalmost everything by Which People

_

determine snd decide problobs of.-litel value assumptions,.--standards,

teria, ends and commitments.: Nothing has changed-since John Locke-

(1690/1959) wrote.16 1690,

Who almost '- there that-hath-the leisure, patience, and
'.---means-to.collect-all,the proofs-concerning most of -the --

opinions'he hasi'so-as safely-to conclude-that he,hath
A clear and full view; and that thersis no more to'be-
alleged' for his-better information: And yet we are
forced to determine ourselves on one side of -the other.
The conduct of our lives, and the management of our
great concerns, will not bear delay= for -those depend,
for the most part, on the determinatiOn of our judgment
in pointA wherein we are not capable of certain ands-
demonstrative knowledge. (p. 371)

Furthermore what drops out of consideration as rational by the fusion of

-knowledge and scientific truth is/almost all knowledge possessedby-ordin

ary people. As Weizenbauth (1980) comments, "People know a great many

-things that are neither products of research nor materials in textbooks

-and archives, foi example.. They know- what-pleas people they see every-



day and hat offends th

what detoura to take when

taxidrivera, mathematicians,

this de

merit -in

know -their.way About their c
-

1 paths are'blocked".-(11,1-55

and ,c okS are good'at what. they
-

_es and

ives from skills specific to.their domains and trot

concrete activities of finding.their way- about-

fashioning proofs and making pies. Partleular activities

thetselves into.general principles, but. action -is :not

propositional knowledge see Oakeshott, 1950)

are doing,

an inVolve.,

in cities.

may resolve

'derived'

As-an episteMblogical: conv.en tion, the fusion of knowledge ,and_

doe's not-only-conter,-authority to scientis

concerns of:ordinary people to the periphery of social sdience,

extent that social science influences policy, the identification

truth pUshes:what people live and think by to the

but drives-the

'far the

ledge and

periphery of political and bureaucratic concerns. What we do

concepts can thus affedt.soelal life in startling, and One would..

suMe- :unpremeditated ways.

ledge and truth

conceptual l_distinction between know

proven assertions) can dispel the-notion of

scientific authority lodged in the putative access to ultimate reality

_andtransferred to the social realm. ,It broadens the scope of:concerns

that are,considered pertinent as well as- rational and allows for-a more

differentiated'und-

y bd made

from the,commonsense theory of knowledge with its mundaneand

,scientific versions of Certainty.'

however unexpected difficulties with this! F_

tanding of knowledge. But this. distinction can

scientists as well as laypersons distance themselVes

There are

one hand, it is almost impossible to go ahead with an undertaking while

Maintaining that one's grounds f

.action equires faith, among other

action are weak and uncertain. Thus

things, in relevant knowledge (see



Freidion 1970 On the other hand, pretensions A usefulness and

applicability knowledge y.-kind) can themselves be a source of

authority, even if the-pursuit- utility--the ties of knowledge

ledge to truth are_:loosened or altogether disposed of 11-`gd.
Conjectures d ConclUsions

Intellectual'ihtuition andagiilation aremost important,-
butthey..are- not they may show us things very
clearly, and Yett1-ley may mislead us. They are indis-
perigible as the main sources of our theories: but Most
Of our theories are false 'anyway.- (Popper,-.1965,p.:28)

4
is my donClusion-that social scientists tend

authority where they, ehould lean on co

-20

./
sense were caution would be indicated. There

this, and a two-fold potential for error.

nse and lean on common

an odd 'symmetry in

social science is

aye' good its claim as soczaZ science, it can ill afford to cut

-_itself :Off from commonsense eliable, though' not infallible,

individual and social life.guide-to what is important and.valid'

The commonsense theory

weakest pa

of km5wiedge,hpwever, "may be -said to form the

of common-sense1-(Poppet,-.1975,--p.-104)-., Pius,. if social

14-This may strend'us in the position that knowledge is whatever
works for Someote,,:even if we know thAt it isjalse. AS LindbleM-and
Cohen.(1979) state for both scientific and ordinary knolUedge,
"Whether it is true or falsei`knowledge AA knoWledge to anyone who
takes itas. a'basis forAome committehtto action" (p. 12). 'This,
point of,view is troublesome.- For, while knowledge,islnnt
neither Is-whatevetone takes "as a basis. fOr some cOmmitMett to
action," therefore, knowledge. In fact, it. does not make sense to
call somethingknoWledgnwithout a concern for-itstruth, however:
allible.' As Campbell (1982) commente, the-critical message of

relativism "is a tetter-ofljecoming self- critically aware of our
profoundly relativistic epistemologic predicament and using this
awareness in the service of a more.competett effort to achieve
Objectivity, rather than employitgAt:to justify giving up the
goal of truth" (p. 336).



science is to make good its claim:as social .scene, 4 can ill - afford

to rely An=collognial epistemology. - either explicitly, orimpliditly-
,.

':-through thepresentation and interpretation of data or in the-rhetoric

o recommendations. 12

The place of knowledge In the acien f ethos explains Why The,

'concept of knowledge utilization is particularly-compelling

People whose life is

ledge,as import-Aht; ft They live 3.n a culture-that-

tied up with knowledge Are likely To

to scientists.

egard knOW-

21-

ees -utility -as -the-,

end towacd which everything kravitates, they may claim that

__ledge is usefdl respectiVe the_degree to which i

their know

actualaYJS.,

n 'other worda, to the extent that-Nalue'and utility are identified,:

dathected.knowledge-ia liable to-b& perceiVed.and--presented as useful..

To- the extent, furthermore, that data presentation

are rhetorically, authoritative, undane beliefs

inforced even when scientific versions have
#7-

and interpretat ion

suffered erosion.

121n. "The Literary RhetariC Of Science: Comedy and Pathos in
Drinking Driver Research,"-Gusfield (1976) Concludes-that the
scientific Interpretationof data "involvesaperformahae and
presentation which contains an element of choice and both enlists,
and generates a context, .a set of meanings which give content and

-Imagery to . . data" (p.' 32). Gusfield's (1981) concept of
"problem ownership" is UsefUl in clarifying knowledge utilization
as a putative social problem. -Inthe cognitiVe-aspectA of such a
.problemcertain facts are posited; in the case of-knowledge
utilization,-these relate to knowledge, rationality, and the well.
springs of action. The moral side of a social problem consists
of judgments about states of Affairs that are seen as deplorable
and as alterable-as well.=

What I am suggesting is that the "social problee of know=
e utilization is neither as deplorable nor as alterable as
al scientists may assume,-and that the world' of-facts relating-

,.

Owledge and-action, separately and in conjunction,'iMplicitly
ted-in-the concept of knowledge is incomplete and distorted..

led
soc

pas



ThesconbePtual fusion of'value.and tility draws on-common sdnse.

but it dOeS not exhaust:ccillbOuial understandings. about e-well springs

of action, knowledge, and rationality. The conceptual fusion of know-
.

ledge and ruth is consistent with comm sense, but disregards

ientific criticism. The-two conceptual fusions thud- exemplify -the--

tendencies to -error, 'odd-.in their symmetrywith-WhiCh this analysis

bas been concerned- ,Reconrse to sense anti-nhilosophy of
:

.

at the approptiate junctures can:show. them b

Science-.

eh tplle problematic. But

the overatehing conj-,CtIon of knowledge- and utility

P_ cal-conditions

creates a- set of

with 'strong reinforcing and asking-effe

These empirical-conditions,- together with-

the pOlftical:function of discourse about

'-degree independent of the episteMological

edge to certain ruth.

Em ical Cond tions and Confusions

The conce

knowledg

-comes labeled as

etas fast,

of.knowledge

iould- Off_

the rhetoric of-science, make

knowledge utilization to-some

convention that joins.kn

2

utilization downplays-the fallibility

acceinAnowledge as "ready for use" that

"Our-best-attempt, provisional-and-llmited;--detdrior--.

please-treat withitcaution"?

giveadvice-While scrupuipusly.s

slight:gronnds, AS George Eliot (1860/1967)..ebserves

f'Shrewdnesa, once you steaskedfor an opinion,-:

It is all but

ssing the fact -tha

impossible td

you offer

with': goOd'deal

Itis always_chilling . to say that you haVe'no opinion
tolgive.- And if you deliver an opinion at-all, it is mere
stupidity not to do it with'an air of conviction and well
.founded'knowledge. You-make it your-own_in uttering it,..
and naturally get fond °fit. .(p. 23)-

It does not see

to Frankel

that scientists have been overly Cautious. According

1973 "Considerable 'damage . has been done by scientists,.



among whom social scientists are perhaps the most notable, whiff exaggerate-

the amount of sound-and applicable k_Owledge they have and who offer

-confident solutions-to sodialproblemssolutionsthati- en tried,

turn out to be only a mixture of pious hope and insular moral judgment
-

(p. 391). Social expec-Ations and the pursuit of utility can undercut

epistemological-wariness and tempt-people to-say ore,: .than; they. knbw

with the -style and _general-pretensions-of common sen e-4,..but-without its

substance

Howeve he knoWledge utilizationAnarket is an unlikely place

appraisihg the grounds-of knowledge claims; Onde concepts and the:

.practIcesthey-engender have come into citrulation they pay. pe

r

regardless of the degree to which they are worthy adherence. The

puSh for application unde the guidance:of the "concept of knowledge-.

utilization thus can tur04.nnoCuoua theorizing into folly that lasts..

And it creates empirical cpnditi ns in which the 'language of inquiry"

the "language of authority " .are confounded:with eaeh other;

conaequences this confusion:cemAts the notion of a:hierarchy

_
ledge Maims. 4raWa on the faith in knowledge e-preValent in the

American culture and masks the inaPpropriateneas

n 'the words

and

of Murray 'Edelman (Note 3),

Each form of language performs a distinctive function that an
analyst oanrecognize. . But their empirical confusion serves
an'even more crucial political function. It clouds perreption
of which policies can -be efficaciouS iniachieving desired
objectives;-for-premises, reasons, contlusitons, .and he
-affect engendered,hy widespread fears and hopes are-con-
foundedmith each other, In this confusion lies a large
part of the explanation for a-frequent political
phenomenon,. , the continuation 'indefinitely of Publid
support for policies thatdo not -produce the benefits they

promise-and that are sometimes counterproductive. (pp. 21-'22)-



The p oblemat_ Concept of knowledge utilization thus-encourages the

_
estab ishment and continued existence set of empirical conditions:

that may defeat-not-only the scientific purpose_ of knowing but the
. .

purposes of _ntelligent action. as -ell.

Many y-people look upon:the distinction between theory and practice.

as invidious; almost-bad =forte to uphold it, Howeve practitioners

maybe good at what they are doing, and their success can derive from

faith, vision habit,.or imitation. Fur e improvement of practice

that-does no -depend on knowledge and is improv -ent nevertheless

On the other hand, one can agree h x that the point is to change

the w d - -not only t nterpret it. But-it does,not;foIlow that the

peopiewho.are good at the pursuit bfknowledge:ehOuld inflUencethe

course of. Odle]. change. In fact, this belief can be challenged-as-a

fantasy, an expression of thinking that doe not obey the reality

principle. agonist-in Anthony Powell's (1955) book,

2±-1Tfni, reflects on this propensity as follows:

Indeed, the illusion that anyone can esqppe-from the marks of
his vocation is an aspect of_romantidism common to every pro-
fession; those occupied witg\tHe- world of action claiming their

true interests to in in the pleasure of imagination-or reflee-
tion, while persons principallyiconcerned with reflective or
imaginative pUrsuite are forever_ asserting their inalienable
right-to participation in an active sphere.13 (p. 38)-

-,Tentativeness in-knowledge is asafety catch that a pretension to use-

-fulness tends-to-remove. One wonders whether the relationship of theory

.practice--if it is to be for better and not for worse--shouId be

-cast in terms ofApplioation. Perhaps we should look insteacltotheory,

for better theory andthe.criticiem of- knowledge-claims, whatever :-their source

131n'a future piper will discuss how the ancient juxtaposition

of people of thought 'and. people-of actiOn° (de Haderiaga, 1949) bears on the

conceptualiation of knowledge use and socialreform as thiiticai discourse
(see, e.g,, Dunn, 1982), and how this very conception of reform.exemPli-

Lies a reversion to the:type of "people of thought" in its proponents.
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